FACE & BODY REVIVAL
PROUDLY PRESENTS OUR
EXCLUSIVE MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM

We use Premium Synthetic Mink and Silk Lashes which are flexible, soft and very
similar to your own natural eyelashes. Our eyelash adhesive is premium glue with less
fumes formulated for sensitive eyes. All our products are ophthalmology tested.
A patch test is recommended 2-3 days before your first set of lashes are applied, to
avoid any irritation to the eyelash adhesive for sensitive eyes.

EYELASH EXTENSIONS
(Full Set 3D Lashes ) Starts $150 and Up
(Touch ups) Recommended every two weeks $65
Eyelash Extension Removal $ 55

LASH TINT AND LASH LIFT
Eyebrow Tinting $ 35
Eyelash Tinting $ 35
Lash Volume & Lift $ 125 ( Includes Lash Tint )

Betty Davis Eyes _ This treatment will take your look from everyday to glamorous
great for special events and holiday season. Full Set of 3D Eyelash Extensions with
Brow Shaping and Tinting $ 175.00

prices are subject to change
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EYELASH EXTENSIONS BEFORE AND AFTERCARE INSTRUCTION
Wait 24 hours hours before getting your lashes wet, the adhesive is still bonding
to your natural lashes. Any cosmetic product or cleanser containing glycols,
organic solvents, urea or high concentrations of alcohol should be avoided.
Products such as these can potentially break down the adhesive bond and
shorten the lifespan of the extensions
Gently cleanse your lashes and eyelids daily to maintain healthy and beautiful
lashes and follicles
Use non oil based Eye Make-up Remover and Facial Cleanser
Although mascara is not necessary with Lashes Extensions, mascara can be used
sparingly on the tips only, to achieve an even more dramatic look
Curling of Eyelash Extensions is not recommended. The extensions come pre-curled,
additional curling is not necessary and doing so may shorten the lifespan the extension

Lashes can be removed at anytime with a solution by your Aesthetician, do not
attempt to remove yourself or pull off lashes. Avoid, pulling, picking or twisting
your lash extension. This can damage your natural lashes and lead tp premature
shading of your extensions
Use a lash wand to fluff your extensions to reduce tangling and flipping every
morning and night
Touchups every 2-4 weeks are recommended for maintenance purposes and
new set every 6-8 weeks

prices are subject to change

